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A few weeks ago, I had the idea of adapting my shortcut to save webpage selections from Safari (see Weekly 151, 152, and 153) to make it work with ... you have to perform a second, manual search ...
Reconsidering Evernote in 2019
Underneath one snap of Selena in a bikini in a waterfall, one social media user discussed how important it was to them to see the singer and actress without any editing, "She doesn’t know how much it ...
Everyone is praising Selena Gomez's unedited bikini pictures
State police will be riding along with semitrailer drivers Wednesday to crack down on unsafe driving, with a particular focus on enforcing a state prohibition on the use of hand-held devices in ...
State cops to patrol from semitrailers Wednesday
In our guide to the best women-specific hybrids, we selected Decathlon’s riverside 500 (£329.99, Decathlon.co.uk) as our “first bike” pick. Despite its bargain price, it also has disc ...
Loving the Tour de France? Here’s our top cycling gear to help you get back on your bike
Gay lawmaker Crispin Blunt, a member of the ruling Conservative Party which was considering the ban, outed himself in parliament as a user of poppers, calling the attempt to ban them “foolish.” ...
FDA issues warning about poppers due to “serious adverse health effects”
The 152-page report was written in December but released Wednesday — two months after a Lafayette Parish grand jury declined to indict any officers in the August shooting of Trayford Pellerin.
Report: Black man's killing by Louisiana police justified
In case you don’t have a backyard or garden, you can still practice this. You can either find a compost service, add it to your indoor plants – if you have any – or donate it to a community garden.
Waste management 101: methods of sustainably disposing of waste
WENEW partners with Open Earth Foundation to donate a portion of each purchase. Mike Winkelman aka Beeple, a famous digital artist and animator, is launching its WENEW NFT platform in Polygon.
Polygon and Beeple Joined Hands for WENEW NFT Platform Launch
These are days with a reporting anomaly. Read more here. Update for July 14 Hot spots Total cases Deaths Cases perPer capita Hot spots Total cases Show all About this data Daily cases are the ...
Coronavirus World Map: Tracking the Global Outbreak
Fido restaurant in Nashville, one of the plaintiffs in the lawsuit challenging the anti-trans law. – Photo: Facebook A federal judge has issued a preliminary injunction blocking a new law in ...
Federal judge blocks Tennessee’s “Business Bathroom Bill” requiring anti-transgender restroom signs
For its 17th year, Mal Vincent's movie fest pays tribute to our Navy, brings a little music to theater, shows off British royalty and introduces one of Norfolk’s earliest Hollywood stars ...
Arts & Entertainment
152 Importantly, any government entity responsible ... For example, in 2020, election officials in Iowa created an accessibility Quick Check guide for polling places statewide that doubled as ...
Enhancing Accessibility in U.S. Elections
McAfee worked for NASA, Xerox and Lockheed Martin before launching ... McAfee was a prolific user of Twitter, where he had 1 million followers, and other social media. He posted a profanity ...
Larger-than-life software mogul John McAfee dies in Spain by suicide, lawyer says
Twitter no longer enjoys the liability protection against user-generated content in India, the Indian government said in a court filing this week as tension escalates between the two over the South ...
Twitter has lost liability protection in India, government says
© Reuters. FILE PHOTO: A "Now Hiring" sign advertising jobs at a hand car wash is seen along a street in Miami, Florida, U.S. May 8, 2020. REUTERS/Marco Bello/File ...
Fed says shortages of materials, hiring problems holding back recovery
Caring For Families Impacted Firefighters Working To Dig Through Condo Collapse Rubble In Need Of FoodIf you have a restaurant and can donate meals to the Dade County Firefighters Benevolent ...
WEB EXTRA: Gov. DeSantis Said Condo Collapse Priorities Are Search & Rescue, Caring For Families Impacted
Reuters. U.S. President Joe Biden speaks about his administration's pledge to donate 500 million doses of the Pfizer (PFE.N) coronavirus vaccine to the world's poorest countries, during a visit to ...
Biden administration proposes offshore wind energy sale near NY, NJ
A video of the meeting was posted by Instagram user Abigail Pereira ... bringing the number of people unaccounted for to 152, the Miami-Dade mayor said Sunday. Authorities are gathering ...
Families of the missing visit site of Florida condo collapse
A video of the meeting was posted by Instagram user Abigail Pereira ... bringing the number of people unaccounted for to 152, the Miami-Dade mayor said Sunday. Authorities are gathering ...
Families of missing visit Surfside building collapse site
In-person efforts were limited largely to events like donation of personal protective equipment (PPE), a Food Bank of the Rockies mobile pantry and the like. But curtailing the extent of their ...
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